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INTRODUCTION
The Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is the only North
American representative

of the fish or sea eagles (Brown 1977,

Grossmanand Hamlet 1964). There are two subspecies of the Bald
Eagle: _!h L leucocephalus, the Southern Bald Eagle, and .tL_.L_
alascanus, the Northern Bald Eagle.
geographic distribution,

The only difference,

other than

seems to be size; the Northern Bald Eagle is

larger than the Southern race (Brownand Amadon1968). Most investigators

attribute

the size difference to clinal variation (Bent

1937, Grewe 1966, Maestrelli and Wiemeyer1975).
Bald Eagles are found primarily along coasts, inland lakes,
and rivers of North America from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic
(Snow 1968). The range of the Southern Bald Eagle extends no farther
north than South Carolina, the Gulf states,

and possibly southern

California (Bent 1937). The Northern Bald Eagle breeds from northwest Alaska south to northern California,

east to Newfoundlandand

south to Maryland (A.O.U. Checklist 1957).
The Southern Bald Eagle has drastically

declined

since World War II (Braley 1958), and is listed as an endangered
subspecies by the United States Department of the Interior

(Snow

1968). The Northern Bald Eagle has also been eliminated from portions
of its breeding range (Kumlien and Hollister
presently considered rare or endangered.

1951), but it is not
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Loss of habitat is contributing to the population decline of
both races, and is attributed

to an expanding humanpopulation and

associated land developments (Snow 1968).
may have also affected eagle productivity
1958).

Conspicuous humanactivity,

Prolonged severe weather
in a given year (Braley

such as snowmobiling and logging,

near the nests early in the breeding season may create sufficient
stress to cause northern eagles to desert nest sites (Dunstan 1977).
The primary factor responsible for the recent decline in Bald Eagle
populations may be the persistent

use of environmental poisons.

Chlorinated hydrocarbon residues, namely DDTand its metabolites,
greatest where Bald Eagle productivity

are

is lowest (Sprunt 1973).

The Bald Eagle was selected as our national emblemin 1782
(Isaacson 1976), but received little

protection until 1940 when the

Bald Eagle Act was adopted (Kalmbach 1964). This law protected
eagles in the forty-eight
in Alaska.

contiguous states,

but excluded Bald Eagles

From 1917 to 1952, bounties were paid on 100,000 eagles

in Alaska because of alleged depredations on salmon, sheep and fox
pups (Barnes 1951, Robards and King 1968).

In 1953, Bald Eagles were

given protection in Alaska by an amendmentto the Bald Eagle Act.
Alaska continues to have the largest Bald Eagle population in the
United States, with population estimates of 35,000 to 40,000 birds
(Robards 1973).
This study deals with a population of Northern Bald Eagles
that inhabit Cedar and Rush Valleys in west-central
to March each year.

A review of the literature

until the late 1960 s, comparatively little
1

Utah from November

indicates that

research had been

3

conducted on the ecology of wintering eagels, although Bald Eagles
may spend up to six months of the year on their wintering grounds
(Lish 1975). My investigation

of Bald Eagles in western Utah was

designed to evaluate wintering habitat,

population trends, and present

and future land use of existing communalroosts.
The main objectives of this study were to determine:
l.

Population size and age-class structure

2.

Daily activity

3.

Nocturnal and diurnal roosts and their functions

4.

To what extent birds could be trapped for banding and
Y

patterns and behavior

measuring purposes.

5. To what extent eagles have changed in habitat
, utilization

during the past decade.

LITERATURE
REVIEW
ANDPREVIOUS
RESEARCH
After the nesting season, with the onset of winter weather,
Bald Eagles migrate south from interior
United States.

Canada and the northern

The presence of open water may be the most important

requirement for Bald Eagle wintering habitat (U.S.D.I. 1969, Brown
and Amadon1968). Reservoirs and national wildlife

refuges provide

open water habitat for waterfowl, fish, and Bald Eagles (Kalmbach,
Imler, and Arnold 1964).

In 1960 the National AudubonSociety began

a project to determine the status of Bald Eagles wintering in the
United States.

Four key concentration areas were designated in the

continental United States (U.S.D.I. 1969). The Middle West contains
the largest number of wintering eagles, with approximately half the
wintering population within a 12 state region {Sprunt and Cunningham
1961, 1962). This region includes key wintering areas in the
Mississippi Valley (Fawks 1961, Southern 196.3,1964, Ingram 1965),
the Missouri River (Dunstan 1969, 1970), and the Arkansas Valley in
Kansas (Snow 1968).

Large Bald Eagle concentrations also occur in

Oklahomaat Grand Lake (Johnson 1961} and at the Salt Plains River
(Lish 1975). The second most important region for wintering eagles
is the Northwest, where eagles congregate on the Pacific coast and
along major river systems in Idaho, Oregon, Montana and Washington
(Sprunt and Ligas 1963, 1966). This region is utilized

by approxi-

mately 20%of the wintering pouplation (U.S.D.I. 1969). The Middle
4
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Atlantic States, particularly

the ChesapeakeBay Area, host approxi-

mately 5%of the Continent's wintering Bald Eagle population
(Jacobsen 1947). Other eagles winter in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Texas, Maine and South Carolina (Sprunt and Ligas 1963, 1966).
Possibly the highest concentration of wintering eagles in
North America is found in the Chilkat Valley, Alaska. From3,000 to
3,500 eagles may be observed here from October to January (U.S.0.1.
1969).
The coastal populations of Bald Eagles in British Columbia,
Alaska, and the Maritime provinces are essentially comprised of
resident birds.

An estimated 50,000 Bald Eagles winter in these

areas (Spencer 1976). Spencer (1976} estimates that 8,000 to 9,000
migrant Bald Eagles winter in the continental United States.
figure is debatable.

This

In the 1960's most inventories of wintering

Bald Eagle populations were conducted in waterfowl-Bald Eagle
wintering habitat {Spencer 1976), but Bald Eagles are not exclusively
associated with waterfowl. Population estimates from these inventories were usually limited to one day of the year.
an approach to total population estimates inadequate.

Such counts make
For example,

estimates by Sprunt (1962) indicated a population of 232 Bald Eagles
wintering in Oklahoma. A more extensive study revealed 500 to 600
Bald Eagles wintering there (Lish 1975). A mid-winter Bald Eaglewaterfowl inventory in Colorado reported 57 birds, while a more
extensive survey that same season revealed 500 to 600 eagles were
present in the state (Spencer 1976).

6

The specific nesting locations and migration pathways associated with wintering populations have not been fully determined
(U.S.D.I. 1969). A major portion of the eagles wintering in the
midwestern states may comefrom northern Saskatchewan (Whitfield
et al 1974). Sightings of wintering eagles marked as nestlings in
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ontario and Saskatchewan indicate considerable
overlap in their wintering range (Gerrard, et al 1975). There are
three possible routes of Bald Eagle migration from breeding grounds
to wintering areas:

the Mississippi Valley; the Great Plains; and

the Great Basin {Sprunt and Cunningham1961).
Bald Eagles roost communallythroughout their wintering range.
Immaturesmay roost gregariously even during the nesting season
(Brownand Amadon1968). Communal
roosts facilitate

research because

they enable the investigator to ,:onduct an accurate census of Bald
Eagle populations in a given area (Dunstan 1977). In some situations,
wintering eagles use solitary roosts.

Although Bald Eagles arrived

on a wintering area in Oklahomain October, birds did not roost
communallyuntil December(tJohnson1961). Eagles in Illinois

roosted

singly or in small groups {Southern 1963). Wintering eagles on a
study area in Utah used four roosts and exhibited communalroosting
in November(Edwards 1969).
Throughout the wintering range, Bald Eagles consistently use
preferred perching trees (Southern 1963, Ingram 1965, Grewe1966).
Favorite trees are usually located near feeding areas; however, this
is not a prerequisite

(Edwards 1969, Ingram 1965). Swisher (1964)

found that eagles on the Bear River Marsh in Utah use roosting areas

7

in mountain canyons some 26 kmfrom the marsh. The lack of suitable
roosting trees may force eagles to roost far from favorite feeding
areas.
Edwards (1969) conducted the first

intensive study on the

wintering ecology of Bald Eagles in Utah; he studied food habits,
local movementsand population dynamics. Other previous studies in
the area of the present research were by Platt (1976} and Woffinden
and Murphy(1973).
Edwards (1969) contends that Bald Eagle winter utilization

of

the arid valleys of western Utah is a recent phenomenon. Although
the first

wintering concentration of Bald Eagles was not officially

recorded until 1960 (Bee), recent evidence and my field studies
indicate that Bald Eagles have been utilizing

these arid valleys for

as long as they have supported jack rabbit populations.

NormanTyler,

a 60 year-old rabbit hunter from Lehi, informed me that he has seen
Bald Eagles in Rush Valley during the winter since the early l940's.
Murphy(1977) theorizes that the wintering population of Bald Eagles
in western Utah is not a recent phenomenon. Lake Bonneville covered
muchof western Utah during the Pleistocene.

Bald Eagles probably

nested in coniferous trees that were commonalong the shores and on
the islands of the lake.

As the lake receded, and the environment

became less suitable for Bald Eagles, populations gradually moved
northward where suitable habitat occurred.

These same populations

migrated south into the Lake Bonneville Basin as winter approached.
Thus, Murphyfeels that the Bald Eagles wintering in the arid valleys
of western Utah are descendants of birds that once nested there.

8

Eagles banded and marked as nestlings in Saskatchewan have
been identified

in Utah during the winter months (Murphy1977).

Although the exact origin of the Bald Eagles that winter in Utah is
unknown,it is probable that they come from northern interior
(Gerrard et al 1975).

Canada

STUDY
AREA
Field studies were conducted in Cedar Valley and Rush Valley,
west-central Utah (Figure 1) at approximately 112° longitude and 40°
N. latitude.

Four principal roost sites were examined:
ROOST
SITE

Cedar Fort

LOCATION
Cedar Fort, Cedar Valley,
Utah County

Fairfield

Fairfield,

Cedar Valley,

Utah County
Ophir

Ophir Canyon, Oquirrh Mountains,
Tooele County
Vernon, Rush Valley, Tooele County

Vernon

The study area is bordered to the east by Utah Lake, to the
north by the Oquirrh and South Mountains, to the west by the Sheeprock
Mountains, and to the south by the West Tintic Mountains.
Cedar Valley lies east of the Oquirrh Mountains and Thorpe and
Topliff Hills and west of Lake Mountain. Rush Valley lies west of
Cedar.Valley and east of the Sheeprock Mountains. Both valleys are
approximately 1370 m above sea level.
Topographic features range from a sloping valley floor through
irregular foothills

to high mountain tops.

This area was covered

during the Pleistocene times by Lake Bonneville (Murphy1977).
9
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Several ecological communities exist between the valley floor
and the mountain tops.

A few of the major plant communities described

by Foster (1965) are:
COMMUNITY

DOMINANT
PLANT
GENERA

Shadscale

Atriplex

Sagebrush

Artemisia

Pinyon Juniper

Pinus and Juniperus

Mountain Brush

Quercus and Cercocarpus

Spruce-Fir

Picea and Psuedotsuga

Introduced plants have becomeestablished in both valleys
(Foster 1965). Halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus Bieb. May.) and
Russian thistle

(Salsola kali S.) are two commonexotics.

trees (Populus ~.)
first LOSsettlers

Cottonwood

were planted in Cedar and Rush Valleys with the
(Carson, pers. comm.1977). Only those trees

planted in settlements with adequate water supply survived.

All three

valley roosts are located in cottonwoods near towns.
Foster (1965) correlated Great Basin soils with topographic
locations and categorized the soil as follows:
in the valley flats;

clays or clay loams

clay loams and loams along the mountain base;

sandy loam and gravel in foothills
Maximum
yearly precipitation

and mountain slopes.
in western Utah's valleys occurs

in early winter, and the minimumoccurs in early summer. Most of the
winter precipitation

is snow. Duration of snow cover is limited to

a few days. According to the United States Department of Agriculture
Yearbookfor 1961, the average yearly precipitation
Rush Valleys ranges from 15 to 20 cm.

for Cedar and

12
A wide range in seasonal temperature occurs in Utah. The
United States Weather Bureau reports that daily temperatures in
western Utah range from +380 C or above in July to a -120 C in
January.
According to the United States Bureau of Land Management
(1976), an estimated 25,000 head of sheep winter in the two valleys
during some part of the season.

Agricultural

practices

have expanded

in the northern end of Cedar Valley since 1975. Several thousand
acres of land have been plowed and seeded with winter wheatgrass
(Agropyron desertorum) since the beginning of the study.

MATERIALS
ANDMETHODS
Field studies were conducted from Novemberto March, 1975-76
and 1976-77. This time period coincides with the arrival and
departure dates of migrant Bald Eagle populations.

Twoor three days

per week, about 1000 total hours, were spent collecting data in the
field.
Several methods were used to locate roost sites and areas
containing large concentrations of Bald Eagles. A review of the
literature

was helpful in locating four roost sites (Edwards 1969).

Three of these were active in the winter months 1975-77. A fourth
roost site was located near Cedar Fort, Utah. The general location
of night roosts were determined by watching eagles as they left their
daytime loafing haunts.

Similar observations and large amounts of

prey remains, droppings and pellets beneath roost trees confirmed the
identification

of a roost site.

Observations were madewith the aid of 7x50 binoculars and a
15x-60x spotting telescope.
Census methods consisted of visiting knownroost sites once
or twice per week. Birds were counted in early morning or late
afternoon during periods when they were perched. This helped eliminate counting a bird twice during the census period.
recorded on a roost count data sheet (Figure 2).
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The counts were

Date:

Wind & Direction:

Hours:

Total

& Sky Cover:

Temperature

Observer(s):

aileage:
'RAPTOROBSERVATIO~S

Sex

Species

Age

:fomber of Birds

Location

Behavior

&

Remarks

BALDEAGLETRAPPWG DATA
Age

Sex

Figure 2.

Number

Band I:h.mber

Daily Census Sheet.

Total

Length

Bill

Length

Wing Length

Tail

Length

Weight

_,
~
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Keller {pers. comm.1976} constructed blinds which were used
to observe and photograph Bald Eagles in Ophir Canyon. Observations
of eagles at roost sites also provided information about daily
activity patterns, behavior and population structure.
Outside of the study area, eagle population information was
provided by state and federal wildlife personnel.
Wildlife Resources' raptor biologist,
information from around the state.

Phil Wagner, Utah

provided most of the Bald Eagle
Ned Peabody, Manager, Bear River

Migratory Bird Refuge, provided supplemental information on eagles
wintering in the Great Salt Lake area.
An attempt was made to live-trap Bald Eagles for marking,
banding and measuring purposes.

In October, 6 railroad ties were

placed in the desert to provide eagles with 2 to 3 m high perch sites.
Since perching areas within the treeless valleys are scarce, eagles
were attracted to these posts and made extensive use of them for
consumption of food and resting.
californicus),

Black-tailed jackrabbits (Lepus

domestic sheep (Ovis domesticus) and mule deer

(Odocoileus hemionus) carcasses were intentionally

discarded near

posts to further lure eagles to trap site areas.

This was done

several weeks in advance of the trapping season.

Victor number4

double-spring jaw traps were padded with buckskin and placed near a
decoy bird in an attempt to capture eagles.

Necessary permits were

obtained from the Bird Banding Laboratory of the United States Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.
Standard ornithological measurements described by Pettingill
{1970) were used for processing Bald Eagle trapping data in Figure 2.

RESULTS
ANDDISCUSSION
Dates of Arrivals and Departures
Eagles were first observed at the Ophir CanyonRoost as early
as 16 November1975 and 17 November1976. Eagles were last seen on
the study area on 23 March 1976 and 19 March 1977. The arrival and
departure of Bald Eagles in the study area coincides with changes in
the numberof Bald Eagles seen at the Bear River Migratory Bird
Refuge. From the annual refuge reports filed by Peabody (1976), the
first migrant Bald Eagles of the year are seen in early November,
2 weeks before they arrived at the study area.

The peak spring

migrant concentrations of eagles at the refuge occurs in late March,
2 weeks after the birds left the study area.

The birds observed

in my study area could possibly have been the same eagles at the
Bear River Refuge.
Population Estimates
Previous population estimates by Edwards (1969) were derived
entirely from aerial and ground surveys and showeda population of
120 Bald Eagles wintering in Cedar and Rush Valleys.

On 22 January

1977, a period whenwintering concentrations are greatest,

I conducted

a statewide Bald Eagle Count Day. The total numberseen that day
throughout the state was 205. Of the total,
16

135 were recorded in
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Cedar and Rush Valleys, 34 at Lake Powell, 12 at Bear River Migratory
Bird Refuge, 12 in the vicinity

of Strawberry Reservoir, 6 in Elberta

and 6 on the upper Provo River below the dam. This was not an
exhaustive state survey of Bald Eagles, as scattered reports of
wintering eagles regularly come from other areas around the state.
Areas not censused on 22 January 1977 that have irregular winter
populations are:

Desert Lake Wildlife ManagementArea, Gordon Creek

Wildlife ManagementArea, Farmington Bay Wildlife ManagementArea,
OgdenBay Wildlife ManagementArea, Brown1 s Park Wildlife Management
Area, Clear Lake Wildlife ManagementArea, Fish Springs National
Wildlife Refuge, Ouray National Wildlife Refuge, Green River, Duchesne
River and Cedar City.

It is conceivable that another 50 to 75 Bald

Eagles winter in these areas.

A figure of 200 to 300 Bald Eagles

is a conservative winter population estimate for Utah.
Population Fluctuations
A comparison of the fluctuation

of Bald Eagle populations

during the winter months of 1975-76, 1976-77 is similar.

The number

of Bald Eagles recorded per census increased from Novemberto January
for both winters, and the peak occurred in January of both years.

On

10 January 1976, a total of 121 Bald Eagles were recorded, and on
22 January 1977, a total of 135 were censused.

A graphic represen-

tation of the mean number of eagles recorded per census per month is
shown in Figure 3.

This number remained relatively

Decemberto January, 1975-76. A significant

stable from

decrease in the number
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of eagles recorded per census occurred from late January to March
of both years.
A comparative analysis of Bald Eagle populations in the study
area, 1976-76 and 1976-77 are listed

in Table 1.

The mean number of

eagles recorded per census per month increased from 1975-76 to 197677. These data reflect

a slight increase in wintering Bald Eagle

populations over the two-year period.
attributed

Muchof the increase may be

to a reduction in humanerror, as an increase in researcher

efficiency occurred in the second year.

I was more familiar with

Bald Eagle roosts the second year and was often accompanied by an
assistant.
a=

.05 (t

Bald Eagle population means were not significant
=

0.80, df

=

at

51).

Table 1. A comparative analysis of Bald Eagle populations in the
study area, 1975-76 and 1976-77.
Year

Census days

Total no.
recorded

Meanno.
per cRnsus

Maximum
no.

1975-76

23

710

30

121

1976-77

29

1038

36

135

Edwards (1969) noted an increase in the number of eagles per
census from 1967-68 to 1968-69, and felt that this was further
evidence to support his hypothesis that the wintering Bald Eagles in
the arid valleys of Utah was a recent phenomenon. A steady increase
in wintering populations should have occurred since his field work in
the late 1960's if the carrying capacity had not been reached.
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However, all indications are that Bald Eagle populations in Cedar and
Rush Valleys have remained relatively

stable over the last decade.

Bald Eagle numbers flucutated from one census day to another
during the same week. Craighead (1956) noticed that in contrast to
most raptor populations, Bald Eagle numbers fluctuate considerably at
concentration sites.

Shifts in eagle concentrations have been

observed between the Fairfield

and Cedar Fort Roosts.

On 5 February

1977, 23 Bald Eagles were recorded at Fairfield and only 7 at Cedar
Fort.

On 9 February 1977, 23 Bald Eagles were roosting at Cedar Fort

and only 8 were seen at Fairfield.
tion, accessability,

Weather, changes in prey popula-

and humaninterference may influence this

phenomenonof fluctuating

use of roost sites.

This may partially

explain the variation in Bald Eagle censuses.
Age Class Structures
Adults and immatures were the only two age classes used in
determining population composition.

Bald Eagles with a complete

white head and tail were classed as adults.

The full adult plumage

is acquired in about the fifth year of life (Bent 1937, Southern
1964). On three different

occasions, an adult with a white head and

a brown eye stripe was observed.

These birds were classed as 4

year-olds;

they also exhibited brown Jlotches on the white tail

feathers.

Only in situations

.

where two adults were perched together

was it possible to determine the sex, since male eagles are slightly
smaller than females.

All other eagles exhibiting the gray-brown and

mottled brown-white plumage were classed as immatures. The uniform

21
gray-brown plumage is characteristic

of young eagles after leaving

the nest and until they begin to moult.
is characteristic

A mottled brown-white plumage

of the 2 to 3 year-old eagles, and in some cases,

the late l year-old birds (Sherrod 1975).

Immatures of this latter

plumage stage were more commonin the study area than the younger,
darker birds.

Often, however, these differences

were difficult

to

distinguish.
Immatures show considerable variation
are numerous inconsistencies

in plumage, and there

in the literature

in regard to age and

moulting sequence of sub-adult Bald Eagles (Wilson 1922, Bent 1937,
Southern 1964, 1967).

Due to the uncertainty,

all Bald Eagles that

were not clearly recognizable as adults were classed as immatures.
Since the censuses were conducted at considerable distance
from the birds, and often in poor light,

an accurate age class

determination was difficult

Some inaccuracies stemmed

to achieve.

from the fact that the white head and dark bodies of adults made them
more conspicuous than the brown or mottled immatures, and it is
probable that more immatures than adults were missed in the census.
The errors generally are those that would result

in smaller total

numbers than are actually present in the study area.
improve the reliability

In an effort to

of the census during the study, each count

was repeated several times before a final count for the roost was
recorded.
Figure 4 depicts a graphic representation

of the percent of

immatures and adults recorded per month during the stud~ period.
percent of adults in Novemberand Decemberwas higher than at any
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dther time of the year; hence, the early winter populations consisted
mainly of adults which immigrated into the study area in greater
numbers than immatures. The population composition remained
relatively

stable from Decemberto January of both years, even when

emigration exceeded immigration.

Immature ratios increased signifi-

cantly from January to March for both years.

A greater percentage

of adult eagles departed from wintering grounds earlier

in the

season than immatures. Usually, this is accompanied by periods of
warmer weather.

Adult Bald Eagles pair in February (Brownand

Amadon1968), and courtship displays occur frequently and regularly.
Therefore, the urge to reach the breeding grounds is evidently
stronger in adults than immatures which do not breed until 4 years of
age.

Sprunt (1966} found that immatures travel farther south than

adults and move north later in the spring.

Consequently, an increase

in immature ratios in the study area was caused by an earlier
departure of adults from the wintering area.
true of other wintering areas.

However, this is not

In a west-central

Illinois

eagle

population, immature ratios were highest in Novemberand Decemberand
declined from January to March (Johen 1973).

In British Columbia,

adult-immature ratios remained constant throughout the winter.
Hancock (1964) found that immatures comprised 36%of the population
of Bald Eagles wintering in coastal British Columbia.
Immature Bald Eagles in the Utah study area comprised 35%of
the population in 1975-76 and 33%in 1976-77. These proportions show
only slight differences from the results obtained by Edwards {1969)
and Platt (1976) in western Utah. Edwards (1969) found immatures
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comprised 34%of the population in 1966-67, 35%in 1967-68, and 38%
in 1968-69. Analysis of Platt's

(1976) population data revealed

that immatures made up 37%of the population during the winter months
of 1971-72. Thus, population composition in respect to age ratio in
the study area has remained relatively

stable over the past 10 years.

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service has conducted
annual one day, mid-winter Bald Eagle inventories since 1961 by
coordinating aerial and ground censuses throughout the 48 states.
From 1971 to 1974, the· number of Bald Eagles counted in mid-winter
surveys has ranged from 2490 to 3553 (Jonkel 1965).

Fawks (1974) has

conducted Bald Eagle mid-winter counts along the Mississippi River
since 1961. His records for 1970 to 1974 reveal that immature eagles
comprised approximately 30%of the population in Illinois.

Immature

Bald Eagles made up 39%of the population in Missouri in the winter
of 1974 (Southern 1974). Hence, population age class structure

is

not uniform throught the wintering range.
A ratio of 65%adults to 35%immatures is believed to be
indicative of a stable population {Sprunt and Ligas 1963, 1964).
Based upon the age ratio data collected from wintering Bald Eagles in
western Utah over the past 10 years, the population appears to be
reproductively healthy.
Behavior
Daily Activity Patterns
Bald Eagles differ from most large birds of prey that
generally hunt only during that part of the day when thermal currents
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permit soaring {Brownand Amadon1968) in that they leave the night
roost to hunt at the first
single file,

sign of dawn. The eagles left the canyon

and they rarely engaged in the soaring that is typical

when they returned in the evening.

Hunting activity

between dawn and 0900 and between 1400 and dusk.

was greatest

It was not uncommon,

however, to see eagles hunting during mid-day. The communalroost
was seldom entirely

deserted.

Someeagles remained perched at the

night roost during most of the daylight hours.
Edwards (1969) and Platt (1976) reported that Black-tailed
Jackrabbit material

comprised 90%of the Bald Eagles' diet.

Eagles are opportunistic,
available.

Bald

and readily congregate where food is

Mammaliancarrion is a major source of food for wintering

eagles in Utah. Bald Eagles were flushed from rabbit, deer, sheep,
cow, and horse carcasses.

Manyof the jackrabbits

taken by eagles

were evidently animals woundedor killed by hunters and highway
vehicles (Platt 1976). Most eagles feeding on roadside rabbit carcasses
were immature. Adults of either species were seldom seen feeding on a
roadside rabbit carcass.

Adult Bald Eagles were efficient

at cap-

turing live prey since they were seen feeding on rabbit carcasses in
the more remote portions of the valley.
As the feeding period ended, most eagles flew to daytime
perches and remained there until late afternoon.

Eagles returning to

the night roost in the late afternoon arrived singly or in small
groups until dark.

The typical Bald Eagle daily activity

summarized in Figure 5.
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Attempts to mark Bald Eagles in the study area were unsuccessful, thus limiting observations on local movements. It was evident
from casual observations of food remains beneath night roosts that
sheep carcasses constituted

a prominent prey item in Bald Eagle diets.

Since eagles were seen feeding on sheep carcasses on 5 occasions, an
attempt was made on 10 December1976 to trap eagles near a flock of
sheep in Rush Valley.

Bald Eagles seemed not only to be 11waiting 11

for the opportunity to feed on dead sheep, but also to be benefiting
from the flushing of rabbits from cover by sheep.

J. R. Murphy

(pers. comm.1977) observed this phenomenonin previous winters.
Eagles may also be feeding on afterbirth
the winter.
afterbirth

since some sheep lamb during

Hancock (1964) observed wintering Bald Eagles eating
of sheep in British Columbia. A local sheep rancher told

me that he had frequently seen eagles on sheep carcasses, and that
eagles saved him the trouble of hauling the carcasses to the dump.
Hunting Methods
Although carrion is an important source of food, eagles
probably could not subsist entirely

upon it in the study area.

Eagles

were seen to hunt prey using a variety of methods. They are as
follows:

Eagles flew low over the desert in an attempt to startle

prey -- this was the most commonlyobserved method of prey capture.
Eagles were seen soaring, usually over large carrion -- this was
commonlyobserved.

Eagles swooped from a telephone pole or tree
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perch to capture prey -- this was not commonlyobserved;

Eagles

hunted cooperatively in pairs -- this was not commonlyseen.
Bald Eagle cooperative hunting has been reported by Brownand
Amadon(1968), Edwards (1969) and Sherrod (1975).
3 kmsouth of Fairfield,

On 20 January 1977,

an adult male and female Bald Eagle were

seen hunting low over the sagebrush.

The male was 9 to 12 m above

the female, which was 3 m off the ground. The pair covered 45 to 90 m
in approximately 20 seconds before turning, whereupon the male flew
low to the ground while the female followed from 9 to 12 m above.
Once again, having flown 90 m, they turned and exchanged positions.
On this turn, when the female failed to capture a running pheasant,
she landed and began running after it.

After flapping her wings but

making no attempt to fly, the male eagle stooped from 12 m above and
seized the pheasant as it took to the air.

The male eagle landed on

the ground clutching the pheasant with both talons.

The male ate most

of the pheasant in 10 minutes while the female eagle, 30 m away, made
no attempt to share the prey.

The female then flew to a nearby tree

while the male finished eating.
Intraspecific

Interactions

Immatures were seen hunting with adults in prime rabbit
habitat.

On 16 January 1977, an immature and an adult alternated

stoops at a rabbit which escaped by running from an isolated bush
across an open patch of grass to safety in thicker sagebrush.
eagles did not pursue their potential

prey.

The

This was not considered

cooperative hunting, but rather a form of intraspecific

competition,
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since adults, after the nesting season, do not aid immatures in
capturing prey (White, pers. comm.1977). Immatures and adults were
observed contesting for rabbit carcasses.

Aggressive behavior

resulted when immatures tried to displace adults from carcasses.
all instances, immatures initiated

the conflict.

Immatures usually

lost such battles and waited for the adults to finish feeding.
conflicts

In
No

over food were noted amongadults, and only a limited number

between immatures and adults.
While pairs of eagles are solitary

during the breeding season,

in winter, eagles reveal remarkable social abilities.

Except for

those instances when adults attempted to displace one another from
perches, there was no aggressive behavior observed.

Perch displace-

ment at roosts, commonlyobserved, consisted of an eagle landing on
an occupied perch site and forcing the perched bird to fly to another
site.

Whenan adult displaced another adult, the displaced bird did

not attempt to reclaim the perch site.

Whenadults were displaced by

immatures, however, they flew back to the site and displaced the
immatures. The displaced immatures flew to an unoccupied perch.
Perch displacement by one eagle often triggered perch displacement
throughout the roost and was most commonlyobserved at dusk.

It

appeared as though a social hierarchy existed in respect to perch
selection.
Vocalization and Perch Site Selection
Vocalization usually accompanied perch displacement.

Eagles

flying into the roost often stimulated vocalizations from perched
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eagles.

Vocalization intensity

occupied by a vocalizing eagle.

increased when a bird landed on a limb
The vocalizing eagle commonly

extended its head forward and down and raised one leg to form a fist
with its talons when another eagle flew near its perch.

The clenched

talon was extended when a flying eagle landed on the same perch.
Vocalizations appeared to be warning devices to flying eagles.
vocalizations,

The

described as weak and unimpressive by Brownand Amadon

(1968) were vigorous and bold in Utah winter roosts.

While infre-

quently heard in the valley roosts, vocalizations were often heard in
the canyon roosts perhaps because competition for favorite perches
was greater there.

Dead or leafless

trees (Edwards 1969). The valley's

trees seemed to be favorite roost
deciduous roost trees are leafless

in the winter, thus furnishing many unobstructed views.
Canyon Roost has only three suitable dead perch trees,

The Ophir
thus there is

keen competition for perch sites.
At any roost, Bald Eagles showed a definite
certain limbs.
dead trees,

While the Fairfield

preference for

and Vernon Roosts contain no

the dead trees at Cedar Fort or Ophir were occupied by at

least one eagle whenever eagles were present there.

Because they are

generally large and open, dead trees permit greater ease in landing
and taking off.

The first

eagles returning to roost usually chose

dead trees as perches.
Vocalization may serve to space eagles in trees,

for mild

vocalizations were heard when there was no apparent danger of displacement. The distance between perched birds varied but they
remained closer together in preferred trees than in other trees.
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Play
ImmatureBald Eagles often exhibited play behavior, talon
touching, and tail chasing when leaving the canyon roost in the
morning, but most eagles soared once over the valley floor.

Talon

touching is similar to whirling flight behavior in Bald Eagle courtship (Lish 1975), but immatures were never seen interlocking talons,
as in typical whirling flight behavior.

Talon touching consisted of

an immature eagle diving at another eagle from above, whereuponthe
lower eagle flipped over and the two touched talons.

Tail chasing

usually accompaniedtalon touching in morning flight,

but was commonly

observed as isolated behavior in evening hours as the eagles returned
to roost.

It always involved an immature bird that positioned itself

above another eagle and stooped towards the tail of the lower eagle.
Eagles being pursued often performed evasive maneuvers.
Interspecific

Interactions

Interspecific
Eagles.

competition was observed between Bald and Golden

On three different occasions, an immature Golden Eagle

perched with Bald Eagles at the Fairfield Roost. Roosting Bald Eagles,
if not disturbed, were tolerant of Golden Eagles (Edwards 1969);

however, when an immature Golden Eagle tried to displace an adult
Bald Eagle from its perch at Fairfield on 8 February 1977, two adult
Bald Eagles chased the immature Golden Eagle.

ImmatureGolden Eagles

out-competed Bald Eagles for the rabbit bait on three different
trapping occasions.

Eight Bald Eagles were within 30 m of the set
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whenan immatureGolden Eagle flew in and landed on the rabbit.

The

8 Bald Eagles watched the immatureGolden Eagle eat the rabbit.

The

intruding eagle did not step into the traps, but managedto pull the
rabbit, wire, and stakes from the ground. On 11 December1977, during
a trapping attempt, an adult Bald Eagle landed on the rabbit and
despite a display of threatening gestures, was displaced by an
immatureGolden Eagle. The immatureGolden Eagle was subsequently
caught in the trap.
On 8 March 1977 a female Golden Eagle left her nest on the
west side of Lake Mountain to attack a soaring adult Bald Eagle.
Joined by another Golden Eagle, assumed to be her mate, the two chased
the Bald Eagle for several miles before returning to the nest.

This

is further evidence of intolerance between Bald and Golden Eagles.
Ravens (Corvus corax) and Bald Eagles not only tolerate each
other, but the activity of one species attracted the attention of the
other.

Ravens often perched in junipers while Bald Eagles fed on

nearby carcasses.

It was not uncorrmonto see ravens and eagles

feeding together at the same deer carcass.
Vulture-like Behavior
Bald Eagles are closely related phylogenetically to the old
world vultures (Brown1977). The behavioral similarities
by the two groups are:

scavenging habits, piratical

exhibited

habits, periodic

social roosting, and social feeding at large carcasses.

All of these

habits are exhibited by migrant Bald Eagles in western Utah. Head
drooping is also characteristic

of both groups. Eagles will
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frequently turn, face one another, and lower their heads.

On 16

February 1977, 7 eagles perched on the same limb at Cedar Fort,
turned, faced one another, and bowedtheir heads simultaneously.
Eagles remained in this position for several minutes.

This may be

related to social hierarchy in communalroosting eagles.

8-U. Meyberg

(pers. comm.1976) observed this behavior in old world vultures.
Daytime CommunalRoosts
As the early morning feeding period ended, many eagles flew
to favorite daytime loafing areas.

However, some birds preferred to

remain at the nighttime roosts unless inclement weather or human
interference forced them to leave.
discovered.

Three daytime communalroosts were

Twoof the three consisted of juniper trees on south

facing slopes.

The other, a fence row, was in open sagebrush habitat

and 15 eagles at one time were observed there.

One of the juniper

roosts was located approximately 2 kmnorth of the Cedar Fort Roost,
while the other was located 3 km east of the Ophir CanyonRoost. On
5 February 1977, temperature was recorded at the night and daytime
roosts.

The temperature at Ophir Canyonwas 4° C, while at the

daytime loafing area, it was 7° C. Eagles perched to take full
advantage of the sun.

The ambient temperature at the Cedar Fort night

roost was 6° C, while at the juniper daytime roost, it was 7° C. Thus
temperature may influence eagle preference for daytime roosts.
were seen sunbathing on two different

occasions.

of holding the outstretched wings and tail fanned.

Eagles

Sunbathing consisted
This increases

surface area for maximumheat uptake (Dunstan, pers. comm.1977).
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Temperature readings of night and daytime roosts were taken on other
occasions with similar results.

Night temperature readings were

recorded on 5 February 1977 at night and daytime loafing areas.
daytime loafing areas were slightly
roosts.

The

warmer at night than the nighttime

Since nighttime roosts consisted of large trees,

it was

apparent that eagles preferred to perch in deciduous trees rather than
in junipers.

Junipers are short and less regular than deciduous trees

and thus are unable to support large concentrations of eagles.
Nighttime CommunalRoosts
Edwards (1969) reported that in the 1960's the East Tintic
Canyon Roost was the most popular.

One evening in January 1968, he

recorded 82 Bald Eagles at this site.

During the present study

period, 1975 to 1977, no more than 10 eagles were seen there.
no longer a major roost; therefore,

It is

it was not regularly censused.

The most popular night roosts used during the period 1975 to 1977 are
listed

in Table 2.

Table 2. Order of importance of Bald Eagle night roosts based on
use, 1975 to 1977.
Rank order

Census

Meanno. of
eagles/census

Highest no.
recorded

Vernon

l

26

21

78

Ophir

2

32

19

56

Fairfield

3

37

10

27

Cedar Fort

4

26

7

25

Name
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The greatest number of birds roosted at Vernon primarily
because it has more suitable roost trees than any other roost site.
Clumpsof trees scattered throughout Vernon were all occupied by
eagles during some portion of the day. The favorite Vernon roost
trees are located in areas remote from humanactivity.

The Vernon

roost may also be favored because it is adjacent to ideal rabbit
habitat.
activity

Because the Cedar Fort Roost received a fair amount of human
and because eagles traveled further from the roost to reach

feeding areas, this roost was not heavily utilized.
Roost is located on the outskirts
activity

than any other roost.

The Fairfield

of a town and received more human
Eagles preferred this roost over the

Cedar Fort Roost because it was closer to favorite feeding areas.
The Ophir Canyon Roost, more secluded, offered favorable protection
against cold winds and was adjacent to foraging areas.
Functions of CommunalRoosts
The formation of nocturnal communalroosts, characteristic

of

Bald Eagles throughout their wintering range (Dunstan 1977), seems to
be a biologically

significant

adaptation.

eagles to other eagles is little

The positive response of

understood.

Bald Eagle gregarious-

ness may be the result of the convergence of individuals at a common
wintering ground, or it may be the result of mutual attraction
individuals.

Both factors probably are important.

between

While eagles

occasionally perched within l m of each other, there appeared to be
difficulties

involved in seeking association and yet avoiding over-

crowding of roost sites.

Eagles changed perch sites for a half-hour
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after sunset and perched birds seemed to attract
the roost.

eagles approaching

The favorite roost trees, the central portion of the

roost, tended to fill
or the outer trees.

more rapidly than did the peripheral portions
Shifts from the peripheral portion to the

central portion occurred more frequently than did shifts in the other
direction.

Over a 30 to 40 minute interval,

the number of birds in

the central portion grew more rapidly than did the number in the
peripheral portion.

This was more commonlyobserved at Ophir Canyon.

As the number of eagles in the central portion of the Ophir Canyon
roost grew to 15 to 20 birds, a change in the growth picture ensued,
so that the central portion stabilized

and the peripheral portion

increased in numbers.
A survey of the literature

suggests that species which roost

communallyalso feed socially (Serveehn 1976). Bald Eagle roosts may
act as information centers.

Dispersal from a communalroost may

represent the most economical method of feeding range utilization.
Eagles appeared to roam aimlessly over the wintering area in search
of food, and individuals may cross each other's paths; hence, one
eagle may forage unsuccessfully where another has preceded him. While
hunting methods might at first

appear inefficient,

the multiplicity

of eyes searching for food may be an advantage to the population.
Whena large carcass, such as a deer or sheep, is spotted by one eagle,
its soaring and landing behavior may serve as a signal to alert other
birds that a food supply has been located.

It was possible to

discover large carcasses by watching eagle soaring activity.
were not observed soaring over small carcasses.

Eagles

On one occasion, 12
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eagles were seen either soaring, perching or feeding on a deer
carcass.

Since the soaring and perched eagles made no attempt to

feed while others were feeding, it appeared as though they had eaten
or were not hungry, but their very presence attracted other eagles to

the carcass.

This broadcasting of the presence of a food supply

appears to have survival value for the population.
It has long been assumed that old world vultures are attracted
to carcasses by soaring behavior.
albicilla)

White-tailed Eagles (Haliaeetus

are attracted to large carcasses by the soaring activity

of other eagles (Willgohs 1961).
Bald Eagles perched in junipers and feeding on a deer carcass
on 12 February 1976 were reluctant to fly.

The eagles did not fly

until I camewithin 60 m of the carcass, then 6 heavily gorged
immature egales flew in a labored manner to a nearby hillside.

A

gorged immature eagle which could not fly escaped by running through
the sagebrush.

Four of the seven eagles in the vicinity of the

carcass were immature.
The social relations of wintering Bald Eagles has definite
survival value for immatures. Carrion helps keep immature eagles
alive while they develop predatory skills.

Approximately 50%of all

Bald Eagles seen on large carcasses were immatures. Although more
data are needed, it may be that immatures and adults that lack good
hunting skills survive by obtaining information on patchy, localized
food by following the skillful
roosts.

hunters when they depart from the

Most immatures followed adults in the morning as they

vacated the night roost.

Efficiency in food location may be one of
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the primary functions of Bald Eagle communalroosts since wintering
eagles are to some extent dependent on an erratic
distributed

rabbit population.

its distribution

and unevenly

Whenfood supply deteriorated

and

became uneven (such as occurs in mid-winter), eagles

tended to form larger communalroosts.

This may explain why the

largest roost concentrations were recorded in January.

Communal

roosts expand in numbers because more food information is needed
during this critical

time of year.

While this hypothesis may not

apply to eagles wintering adjacent to large rivers, where food is
restricted

to such areas as dams and locks, it seems logical that

in terrestrial

winter grounds, Bald Eagle roosts may serve as food

information centers.
may be desirable,

While under certain circumstances, competition

as is the case when eagles compete for rabbit

carcasses, intraspecific

competition is unnecessary and disadvan-

tageous when an adequate food ~upply is present, such as a deer
carcass.

For those eagles which substitute

tion, the benefits are far reaching.
instinct

cooperation for competi-

Therefore, the highly developed

to roost together is a very economic method by which a given

number of birds can occupy a prescribed range.
The communalroost behavior may serve as an energy conservation
device to reduce heat loss.

The selection of the roosting area and the

flocking behavior of eagles probably aid in survival during cold
weather (Dunstan 1974). Small mammalsalso reduce heat loss by
huddling together (H. D. Smith, pers. comm.1977). On nights when
temperatures dipped below o° C, Bald Eagle flocking behavior increased
and eagles perched almost wing to wing. This behavior was not
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observed when temperatures were above
most frequent on cold nights.

o° C.

Feather ruffling was

This may reduce heat loss, and it may

stimulate eagles to move closer together.

T. Dunstan (pers. comm.

1977) also observed this behavior in other Bald Eagle wintering
populations.
Environmental Factors Affecting CommunalRoosts
The daily return of eagles to the roosting area was closely
associated with light intensity,
were sedentary on foggy days.

temperature, and cloud cover.

On 18 January 1977, an overcast day, 78

eagles remained in the Vernon Roost.

On clear days, large eagle

groups did not remain at the nighttime roosts.
roost later on clear days.

Eagles

Eagles returned to

Light intensity was the primary stimulus

causing roosting after sunset.

Regardless of the light intensity,

the

greatest influx of eagles to roosts occurred between sunset and total
darkness.

The communalvalley roosts were not as heavily utilized

cold, windy nights.

on

On the evening of 7 February 1976, with a wind

chill factor of -12° C, 23 Bald Eagles vacated the Fairfield

Roost.

I returned the following morning before eagles normally leave the
night roost but no eagles were seen at either Cedar Fort or Fairfield.
The eagles had probably sought a perch site offering greater protection from the cold winds, perhaps in one of the adjacent canyons.
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Trapping Results
Attempts to live-trap
little

success.

Bald Eagles in the study area met with

Traps were placed in favorite hunting areas, but

Bald Eagles were very cautious and appeared to quickly sense the
presence of unnatural conditions.

A shift in trapping sites did not

improve matters as eagles were perceptive in detecting changes in
familiar surroundings.

It took two weeks before eagles would feed

on deer and sheep carcasses that were used as bait.
There were several major factors that contributed to the
unsuccessful trapping season.

An uncooperative decoy bird which

flapped and tugged at the stake discouraged all potentially

interested

Bald Eagles from approaching the set; the jackrabbit population
approached a peak in density after being at low levels for the past
several years; Bald Eagles were never in a severe food stress
situation

not only because of the increase in the rabbit population

but also because of the above normal temperatures that occurred during
the winter of 1976-77. Ravens, Black-billed Magpies (Pica pica), and
a badger (Taxidea taxus) were caught instead of eagles.
particularly

bothersome at trapping sites.

Ravens were

A total of 4 eagles were

trapped -- 2 immature Golden Eagles, l immature and 1 adult Bald
Eagle.
Mortality
Shooting is probably the main cause of mortality amongBald
Eagles in Utah {Ellis, et al 1969). During the study period 1 adult
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and l immature eagle were killed in the research area.

The dead

immature eagle was found along a fence row on 23 January 1977.
Three other Bald Eagles, shot and injured in 1975-76, were brought
in for rehabilitation.

Whenapproached by humans, juvenile Bald

Eagles remain perched much longer than adults and are thus easier
targets for gunners.

On 15 February 1977, an immature Bald Eagle

allowed me to approach within 15 m before it flew.

Several primaries

were missing in its right wing causing it to fly in an awkward,
labored manner which suggested that it had sustained a gunshot wound.
On one occasion, hunters were seen shooting pheasants within 30 m of
perched eagles.
activity

Rabbit hunting is also a very popular weekend

in central Utah. Several Rough-legged Hawks(Buteo lagopus)

and Harriers (Circus cyaneus) have been found dead with bullet holes
near fence rows south of Fairfield

(Ellis,

et al 1969).

A sick immature Bald Eagle taken to the Tracy Aviary, Salt
Lake City, in the winter of 1976 had not been shot and had no external
injuries or fractures.
pectoral muscles.

There was a marked atrophy in the bird's

The immature, given to me for rehabilitation,

after 2 months in captivity.

died

A necropsy revealed that the bird had

an extreme case of aspergillosis.

Fungal colonies, causing atrophy

of the pectoral muscles, had spread through the bird's respiratory
tract.

C. D. Peterson, D. V. M., who conducted the necropsy, suggested

that the bird contracting this condition in the wild, became too weak
to feed.

No previous record of a Bald Eagle dying of aspergillosis

has been found in the literature.

PROPOSED
BALDEAGLE
MANAGEMENT
PLAN
Cedar and Rush Valleys are presently capable of supporting a
large wintering Bald Eagle population.

Data from the past 10 years

indicate that the population is relatively
changes.

stable despite land use

Proper wintering habitat is vital to Bald Eagle ecology and

must be preserved if eagle populations are to remain stable in western
Utah. Utilizing the results of research efforts and with the
cooperation of involved public and private landowners, a habitat
managementplan can be designed to protect the Bald Eagle wintering
range.

Through the implementation of the guidelines below, the

habitat of migrant Bald Eagles will be preserved.
Bald Eagle ManagementRecommendations
l.

If the widespread chaining and burning of sagebrush con-

tinues, the wintering population of Bald Eagles and the nesting
population of Golden Eagles will be reduced because of a decline in
jackrabbit populations.

Removalof sagebrush must be stopped if

eagles are to remain in western Utah.
2.

Reopening mines in Ophir Canyonmay affect Bald Eagle

communalroosts by causing eagles to move further up the canyon, or
even causing total abandonmentof the area.

Mine work, if initiated,

should be discouraged in the winter months when eagles are present.
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3.

Jackrabbits,

time of year.

considered vermin, may presently be shot any

Therefore, the establishment of a jackrabbit

hunting

season by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources would help eliminate
indiscriminate shooting of Bald Eagles and other raptors.
4.

The establishment of wildlife

conservation programs in

Utah elementary and secondary schools will educate young hunters
against shooting eagles and other non-game species.
5.

Private landowners should be contacted to insure that

favored Bald Eagle roost trees will receive continued protection on
their land.
6.

Continued censuses of wintering Bald Eagles is essential

in order to gather more scientific
7.

data concerning population trends.

The establishment of improved monthly state-wide censuses

of wintering Bald Eagles will result in a more accurate estimate of
Bald Eagle numbers in Utah.
8.

Continued trapping, marking and radiotagging of Bald

Eagles will provide more accurate information on their movements, and
will possibly reveal the winter population's nesting locations.

SUMMARY
A project to determine the age class structure,
activity

behavior, and

patterns of a Northern Bald Eagle wintering population in

Cedar and Rush Valleys Utah, was conducted during the winter months
of 1975 to 1977.
Bald Eagle censuses were conducted on 24 separate occasions
in 1975-76 and 29 in 1976-77. Bald Eagles, arriving in mid-November,
increased to a peak population in January.

A population decline

occurred from late January to March. Aerial and ground Bald Eagle
censuses in Utah indicated a statewide population of 200 to 300 birds.
Immature ratios increased from January to March. The main
cause of the increase was an earlier
wintering range.

departure of adults from the

Immatures comprised 35%of the population in 1975-76

and 33%in 1976-77.
Hunting activities
in the afternoon.

occurred early in the morning and late

Eagles spent the remainder of the daylight hours

perched at preferred loafing areas.

The Black-tailed Jackrabbit,

the

wintering eagles• primary food source, was supplemented by deer, sheep,
cow and horse carcasses.
Specific junipers in Cedar and Rush Valleys were identified
preferred day perch sites.
mounds in the valleys.

as

Eagles were also perched on rocks and dirt

Bald Eagles did not spend the night at the
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daytime loafing areas, but flew to one of four communalroosts.
During periods of stormy weather, the Ophir Canyon roost was heavily
utilized.

The valley roosts were located in Fairfield,

Cedar Fort

and Vernon. During fair weather, the greatest number of eagles
perched at the Vernon Roost.
Bald Eagle roosts may function as food information centers.
The wintering social existence of Bald Eagles has survival value for
immatures. The communalroost behavior may aid in survival during
cold weather.
Four eagles -- two balds and two goldens -- were trapped,
measured, banded, and released during the study period.

Trapping was

largely unsuccessful, primarily due to the lack of appropriate decoy
birds and moderate winter conditions.
Observations of intraspecific

interactions

were minimal.

Aggressive behavior was observed when immatures attempted to steal
food from adults.
Interspecific
Eagles.

interactions

existed between Bald and Golden

Immature Golden Eagles displaced adult Bald Eagles at the

roosts and at carcasses.

In early March, adult nesting Golden Eagles

chased Bald Eagles that soared over nest territories.
Shooting is believed to be the main cause of wintering Bald
Eagle mortality.
area.

Twoeagles were found shot and killed in the study

United States Fish and Wildlife personnel (J. Hogue, pers. comm.

1977) reported 47 eagle deaths in Utah in 1976-77, many as a result of
shooting.
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A managementplan is offered to evaluate potential
western Utah's Bald Eagle wintering habitat.
sagebrush in Cedar Valley for agricultural

threats to

Widespread burning of
purposes which has

eliminated prime eagle wintering habitat is the major threat to
migrant Bald Eagles as well as to nesting Golden Eagles.
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APPENDIX

LISTOF AVIAN
SPECIES
IN CEDAR
ANDRUSH
VALLEYS
DURING
THEWINTER
MONTHS
1975-1977
Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucoce halus)
Golden Eagle- (Agui~a chrysaetos
Rough-legged Hawk Buteo lagopus)
Red-tailed Hawk(Buteo jamaicensis)
Cooper's Hawk(Accipiter cooperi)
Goshawk(Accipiter gentilis)
Harrier (Circus cyaneus)
Merlin (Falco columbarius)
Prairie Falcon (Falco mexicanus)
Short-eared Owl (Asio flammeus)
Long-eared Owl (Asio otus)
Great-horned Owl----r&JbovTrginianus)
Loggerhead Shrike T[anius ludovicianus)
Western Meadowlark(Sturnella neglecta)
Horned Lark (Eremophilia alpestris)
Pinyon Jay (G mnorhinus ~yanocephalus)
Clark's Nutcracker Nucifraga columbiana)
Raven (Corvus corax)
Black-billed Magpie (Pica pi)a)
Oregon Junco (Junco oreanus
Black-capped Chickadee Parus atricapillus)
Mountain Chickadee (Parus gambeli)
Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus)
Starling (Sturnus vulgarus)
House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)
DownyWoodpecker(Dendroco os pubescens)
Townsend's Solitare Myadestes townsendi)
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ABSTRACT
Bald Eagles in Cedar and Rush Valleys of western Utah were
studied from 1975 to 1977. Arriving in mid-November, the eagles
departed in mid-March. A statewide Bald Eagle census revealed 200
to 300 birds. Wintering eagle populations have remained stable for
the past 10 years. Immatures comprised 35% of the population in
1975-76 and 33% in 1976-77.
While Black-tailed jackrabbits are the primary food source
of wintering eagles in western Utah, other mammalian carrion serve
as supplementary food items.
Eagles utilized 4 communal night roosts. Three day communal
roosts were located on south facing slopes. The social existence
of Bald Eagles on the win,tering grounds may have survival value for
immatures.
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